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QUESTION: 54
What should the architect do to define requirements for data recovery?

A. Understand the Workload Sync Objective (WSO) and Recovery Time Objective
(RTO).
B. Understand the Windows Cluster Sync Objective (WCSO) and Workload Sync
Objective (WSO).
C. Understand the Recovery Point Objective (RPO) and Recovery Time Objective
(RTO) and implications in moving to IBM Cloud.
D. Understand the Recovery Gap Objective (RGO) and Recovery Completion Objective
(RCO) and implications in moving to IBM Cloud.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 55
Which type of hypervisors provide higher performance, availability, and security?

A. Type 0 hypervisors
B. Type 1 hypervisors
C. Type 2 hypervisors
D. Type 3 hypervisors

Answer: B

QUESTION: 56
What is the Aspera protocol used to accelerate bulk data movement?

A. Fast Data Transfer (FDT)
B. File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
C. Fast and Secure Protocol (FASP)
D. Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP)

Answer: C

QUESTION: 57
A cloud architect needs to design a solution that gives end users access to compute
resources with minimal IT intervention. What two capabilities should be considered?
(Select two.)

A. Self-service consumption
B. Standby IT compute capacity
C. Increase capital expenditures
D. Automated compute provisioning
E. Controlled access and consumption

Answer: A, D

QUESTION: 58
How can an organization using cloud services better protect themselves in cases of a
security breach?

A. Place personal information behind a firewall.
B. Encrypt all data which contains personal information.
C. Store personal information on IBM Cloud Bare Metal Servers.
D. Use object storage rather than file storage for personal information.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 59
What is the advantage of ubiquitous access?

A. It has seamless integration with LDAP

B. It may decrease internal operating costs
C. It leverages standard APIs for integration
D. It allows organizations to decrease delivery channels

Answer: B

QUESTION: 60
Which statement accurately defines the key value proposition of IBM Runbook
Automation?

A. It is a SaaS offering that enables organizations to create a service catalog of partially
and fully automated tasks to provide operations with a faster, more repeatable
mechanism for daily infrastructure activities and recovery actions.
B. It is an on-premises software product that enables organizations to create a service
catalog of partially and fully automated tasks to provide operations with a faster, more
repeatable mechanism for daily infrastructure activities and recovery actions.
C. It is a SaaS offering that enables organizations to create a service catalog of manual
instructions with searchable tags for operations engineers to use during outages, with the
ability for users to rate and comment on the accuracy and effectiveness of each
instruction.
D. It is an on-premises software product that enables organizations to create a service
catalog of manual instructions with searchable tags for operations engineers to use
during outages, with the ability for users to rate and comment on the accuracy and
effectiveness of each instruction.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 61
Why would a Virtual Private Network (VPN) be used?

A. To use secure HTTP protocols
B. To connect to a remote database
C. To connect to a bare metal server
D. To allow resources on independent networks to communicate securely

Answer: D

QUESTION: 62
Which security certification covers encryption, security logging, policies, and
procedures for operations?

A. HIPAB
B. SSAE SOC3 Type 5 Report
C. SSAE SOC1 Type 2 Report
D. ISO/IEC 27001:2013 certification

Answer: D

QUESTION: 63
What solution allows local and cloud workloads to communicate securely?

A. Local firewall
B. Remote firewall
C. SSH as a Service
D. Virtual Private Network

Answer: D
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